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Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is a group of metabolic disorder that is characterized by pancreatic 11 dysfunction in insulin producing beta cells, glucagon secreting alpha cells, and insulin resistance or 12 insulin in-functionality related hyperglycemia. Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2D), which constitutes 13 90% of the diabetes cases, is a complex multifactorial disease. In the last decade, genome-wide 14 association studies (GWASs) for type 2 diabetes (T2D) successfully pinpointed the genetic variants 15 (typically single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) that associate with disease risk. However, 16
traditional GWASs focus on the 'the tip of the iceberg' SNPs, and the SNPs with mild effects are 17 discarded. In order to diminish the burden of multiple testing in GWAS, researchers attempted to 18 evaluate the collective effects of interesting variants. In this regard, pathway-based analyses of 19 GWAS became popular to discover novel multi-genic functional associations. Still, to reveal the 20 unaccounted 85 to 90% of T2D variation, which lies hidden in GWAS datasets, new post-GWAS 21 strategies need to be developed. In this respect, here we reanalyze three meta-analysis data of GWAS 22 in T2D, using the methodology that we have developed to identify disease-associated pathways by 23 combining nominally significant evidence of genetic association with the known biochemical 24 pathways, protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks, and the functional information of selected 25
SNPs. In this research effort, to enlighten the molecular mechanisms underlying T2D development 26 and progress, we integrated different in-silico approaches that proceed in top-down manner and 27 bottom-up manner, and hence presented a comprehensive analysis at protein subnetwork, pathway, 28
and pathway subnetwork levels. Our network and pathway-oriented approach is based on both the 29 significance level of an affected pathway and its topological relationship with its neighbor pathways. 30
Using the mutual information based on the shared genes, the identified protein subnetworks and the 31 affected pathways of each dataset were compared. While, most of the identified pathways 32 recapitulate the pathophysiology of T2D, our results show that incorporating SNP functional 33
properties, protein-protein interaction networks into GWAS can dissect leading molecular pathways, 34
which cannot be picked up using traditional analyses. We hope to bridge the knowledge gap from 35 sequence to consequence. 36 1 Introduction 38
More than 400 million adults struggle with Diabetes Mellitus, and this number is expected to reach 39 600 million by 2040 (International Diabetes Federation, 2017). Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 40 (T1DM, T2DM) are the two main types of Diabetes, which contribute to worldwide health care 41 problem by not properly using blood glucose for energy in the body. While T1DM is mostly related 42 with pancreatic beta cell damage, T2DM is both associated with beta cells' functionality and insulin 43 resistance (DeFronzo et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2018) . Recently, with the help of antidiabetic agents, 44 significant progress has been made in maintaining the glycemic control (blood sugar level) in T2D 45 patients. Still, the targeted glycated hemoglobin levels could not be maintained for 40% of the adults 46
with diabetes in USA. The decrease in pancreatic beta cell functionality and the increase in the 47 insulin sensitivity of T2D patients over the time, eventually gave rise to the imbalance of A1C level 48 and antidiabetic treatment gap (Freeman, 2013) . This kind of imbalance and dysfunctionality 49 emerges as a result of the complex interactions among the environmental and genetic risk factors. In 50 this respect, the etiology, driving factors and the genetic predispositions responsible for the increased 51 susceptibility of T2D needed to be well understood in developing new drugs and treatments for this 52 disorder. In this kind of complex diseases, the investigations of different mechanisms of actions may 53 provide benefits for therapeutic approaches. Therefore, post analysis of high throughput studies 54 conducted at different molecular levels and the elucidation of targeted genes and pathways associated 55 with T2D are crucial. 56
The widespread introduction of large-scale genetic studies has enabled researches to investigate the 57 genetic frameworks of complex disorders. During the last decade, genome wide association studies 58
(GWAS) are widely used to identify the risk factors of complex diseases, to better understand the 59 biological mechanisms of these diseases, and hence to help the discovery of novel therapeutic targets 60 (Claussnitzer et al., 2020) . Despite GWASs has led to a remarkable range of discoveries in human 61 genetics (Visscher et al., 2017) , it has some shortcomings. One important shortcoming of GWAS 62 stems from its testing each marker once at a time for association with disease. Since these studies 63 evaluate the significance of the variants individually, they probably miss the SNPs that have low 64 contribution to disease individually, but might be important when interacting collectively. Moreover, 65
in traditional GWASs, the functional effects of significant SNPs, predicted at the splicing, 66 transcriptional, translational, and post-translational levels are usually neglected. Although GWAS 67 identified more than 140 independent loci influencing the risk of T2D Besides providing the opportunity to investigate additional therapies that reverse the effects of a 82 particular genetic defect, these findings also may encourage scientist to understand the aberrant 83 networks at genetic, cellular and physiological levels and to devise pharmacological and 84 nonpharmacological intervention strategies. 85
Inspired by these findings, in this study, we reanalyzed three meta GWAS dataset of T2D, using the 86 methodology that we have developed to identify disease-associated pathways by combining 87 nominally significant evidence of genetic association with the known biochemical pathways, protein-88 protein interaction (PPI) networks, and the functional information of selected SNPs ( 
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) dataset 116
A human protein-protein interaction (PPI) network (interactome data) containing 13,460 proteins and 117 141,296 protein-protein interactions was derived from (Ghiassian et al., 2015) and used in 118 subnetwork identification steps of this study. 119
Methods 120
To enlighten the molecular mechanisms underlying T2D development and progress, here we 121 integrated different in-silico approaches that proceed in top-down manner and bottom-up manner, as MERGEFORMAT 8 This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article summarized in Figure 1 . Via combining nominally significant evidence of genetic association with 123 the known biochemical pathways, PPI networks, and the functional information of selected SNPs, 124 our proposed approach identifies disease-associated pathways. 125
Preprocessing 126
Association summary statistics for the T2D1, T2D2, T2D3 datasets were downloaded from each 127 project's website. This summary statistics data includes i) marker name as chromosome and position, 128
ii) effect allele, iii) non-effect allele, and iv) p-value of association. To be able to assess the collective 129 effect of the variants detected in GWAS with mild effects, all variants were filtered using p<0.05 130 cutoff, as suggested in previous studies (Bakir-Gungor et al., 2013, 2015; Bakir-Gungor and 131
Sezerman, 2011, 2013; Baranzini et al., 2009 ). 132
Assigning rsIDs to identified SNPs 133
While T2D2 dataset provides associated rsIDs of the identified SNPs in the summary statistics data, 134 T2D1 and T2D3 datasets only provide chromosome and position information as marker name of the 135 variants and do not provide associated rsIDs. In this respect, fast and easy variant annotation protocol 136
introduced by (Yang and Wang, 2015) is utilized to assign associated rsIDs to the identified SNPs 137 using hg19 or hg38 reference genomes, depending on the provided genomic coordinates at T2D1, 138 T2D3 datasets. 139
Assessing the Functional Impacts of Genetic Variants 140
To assess the functional impact of a non-synonymous change on proteins, numerous computational 141 methods have been developed, as reviewed in (Zeng and Bromberg, 2019) . These methods can be 142 classified as following: i) methods that score mutations on the basis of biological principles, ii) 143 methods that use existing knowledge about the functional effects of mutations in the form a training 144 set for supervised machine learning (Carter et al., 2013 and 0.9 specificity values, these scores are utilized to assess the functional impacts of genetic variants 153 in our study. 154
Assigning SNPs to genes 155
Several post-GWAS studies map disease-associated SNPs to genes based on physical distance ( using the sum-of-chi-squares statistic . In order to compute a well-calibrated p-164 value for the statistic, gene size and LD structure correction is also critical. (Lamparter et al., 2016) 165 rigorously analyzed the effects of using the sum and the maximum of chi-squared statistics, which 166 correspond to the strongest and the average association signals per gene, respectively. (Lamparter et  167 al., 2016) proposed a fast and efficient methodology, Pascal, that calculates gene scores by 168 aggregating SNP p-values from a GWAS meta-analysis (without the need for individual genotypes), 169
while correcting for LD structure. Pascal only requires SNP-phenotype association summary 170 statistics and do not require genotype data. Hence, we utilized this tool in our study to map SNPs into 171 genes. 172
The Identification of Dysregulated Modules 173
High throughput experiments enable us to gain better understanding of the functions of the biological 174 molecules in the cell. In addition to the individual activities of these molecules, the molecular 175
interactions are essential to elucidate these molecular mechanisms. In this regard, human protein- association study. In this study, to detect dysregulated modules, we use the following two approaches 192 that proceed in top-down and bottom-up manners. 193
Using Subnetwork Identification Algorithms (Top-down approach) 194
The methodology proposed by (Ideker et al., 2002) to identify active modules in PPI networks, 195 became a pioneer study in this field. While this method brings together the nodes that are highly 196
affected by the condition under study, it also gives a chance to the neighbor nodes of these highly 197 affected nodes, even if they are not highly affected. In this method, firstly a scoring function is 198 defined for each subnetwork and then the problem turned into a search problem of a subnetwork, 199 which maximizes this score. More specifically, to score a subnetwork, the genotypic p-value is 200
converted to a z-score using the equation below, where Φ^ (-1) indicates inverse normal probability 201 distribution. 202
The total z score (zA) of the subnetwork A, including k genes is calculated as follows: 204
This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article While this score is normalized using the following equation, where  and  indicates mean and 206 standard deviation, respectively; the subnetwork scores are also calibrated by the Monte Carlo 207 method. 208
Once the subnetwork score is defined, greedy approach, genetic algorithm, and simulated annealing 210 are popular search strategies in active subnetwork identification methodologies. In this study, greedy 211 approach is used during the search steps of the algorithm, and the subnetwork score cutoff is chosen 212 as 3, as suggested in the original paper (Ideker et al., 2002) to select biologically meaningful 213 subnetworks. 214
Using Network Propagation (Bottom Up Approach) 215
Based on the idea that the disease-related proteins do not concentrate in a specific region, studies 216
focus on the estimation of dysregulated modules by using the degree of affected nodes information 217 and edges (protein interaction). (Ghiassian et al., 2015) proposed DIseAse MOdule Detection 218
(DIAMOnD) algorithm that finds out dysregulated modules by adding other possible proteins around 219 the known disease protein clusters. Based on random walking, a defined walker starts from a random 220 seed protein and moves through other nodes along the connections of the network. It is hypothesized 221 that more frequently visited proteins are closer to seed proteins (proteins that are known to be 222 associated with the disease). The probability of a random protein with k interaction having ks 223 interaction with seed proteins is calculated by the hyper-geometric distribution as follows: 224
Here, N denotes the number of proteins, s0 denotes the number of seed proteins associated with a 226 particular disease. Whether a protein in the PPI network is randomly interact with the seed protein is 227 calculated by the p-value in equation below. In this way, initiating from seed proteins, other 228 candidate proteins associated with the disease can be identified. 229
Functional Enrichment 231
In multifactorial complex disorders, a single factor is unlikely to explain the disease mechanism. 232
Within this scope, functional enrichment analysis focuses on interconnection of terms and functional 233 groups in networks to predict affected pathways for the interested disease. Hyper geometric test and 234 correction methods such as Bonferroni and Benjamini-Hoschberg are used for analyses. Hyper 235 geometric p-value determines the significance of gene enrichment above a certain threshold form 236 predefined functional terms. 237
Accordingly, important pathways in the disease and upregulated and downregulated target genes in 239 the pathway are predicted and given as output. In this study, ClueGO (Bindea et al., 2009 ) is utilized 240 for enrichment analysis. KEGG biological pathways are used as reference pathways. 241
Construction of Pathway Network 242
Figure 2 summarizes our steps regarding pathway-pathway biological network generation and 243 pathway subnetwork identification. In order to establish a pathway network, first of all, the 244 relationships between the genes and 288 KEGG biological pathways need to be analyzed. This 245 relationship is revealed via examining whether the gene of interest is found in a specific pathway or 246 not. For example, if pathway i includes gene j, a value of 1 is assigned to indexi,j in the gene-term 247 matrix and if not, a value of 0 is given to this index. Hence, the created gene-term matrix is a binary 248 matrix, as shown in Figure 2 . Secondly, the relationships between pathways need to be analyzed. For 249 this purpose, the term -term matrix is formed by using the previously obtained gene -term matrix, as 250 illustrated in Figure 2 . Kappa score metric is used to determine the relationships among the 251 pathways. The equation expressing the Kappa score for any two pathways A, B is given as follows: 252
where, GA,B represents the observed contingency, CA,B represents random contingency and KA,B 256
represents the Kappa score between pathways A and B. CN1,1, CN0,0, CN1,0, CN0,1 counters are 257 calculated as following. If the gene of interest is present in both compared pathways, CN1,1 counter is 258 increased by 1. Following the same idea, the values of other counters are calculated. Kappa scores, 259 which express the relationships between pairs of pathways, was obtained using observed contingency 260 (G) and random contingency (C) values and stored in term -term matrix. Via applying a threshold on 261
Kappa scores, human KEGG pathway network is created. The pathway network generation steps are 262 implemented in Java. 263
The Identification of Affected Pathway Subnetworks and Pathway Clusters 264
To be able to utilize the interrelated structure of the pathways, we proposed to apply subnetwork 265 identification methodologies on the generated pathway networks, hence disease related affected 266 pathway subnetworks could be identified. A classical subnetwork identification algorithm requires 267 the following two information: i) the biological network file, ii) significance of the nodes. In the 268 regular subnetwork identification problem, while (i) refers to a PPI network, (ii) refers to the 269 significance values of the genes, obtained in a microarray experiment. Here, for (i), we used the 270 pathway network that we generated as described in Section 2.2.7. Regarding (ii), the functional 271 enrichment step, as explained in Section 2.2.6 outputs affected pathway lists with their p-values, 272
indicating the importance of a pathway for the phenotype under study. Hence, to obtain the affected 273 pathway subnetworks, a similar methodology, as described in Section 2.2.5.1 is followed. Instead of 274 using a protein-protein interaction network, in this step, the generated pathway network, as explained 275
in Section 2.2.7, is used. Instead of using the significance values of the proteins, in this step, the 276 significance values of the pathways, generated in Functional Enrichment Step, Section 2.2.6, is used.
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This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article To select biologically meaningful subnetworks among all generated subnetworks, the subnetwork 278 score cutoff is chosen as 3, as suggested in the original paper (Ideker et al., 2002) . If the size of the 279 identified subnetwork is bigger than 50, this pathway subnetwork is further sub-divided to find 280 disease related pathway clusters. At this step, we used a graph theoretic clustering algorithm, 281
Molecular Complex Detection (MCODE) to discover densely connected pathway clusters in the T2D 282 affected pathway subnetwork (Bader and Hogue, 2003) . In order to confine the dense regions in a 283 PPI, MCODE exploits vertex weighting by local neighborhood density and outward traversal from a 284 locally dense seed protein. In our problem setting, while the PPI refers to the generated pathway 285 network, proteins refer to the pathways. The advantage of MCODE over other graph clustering 286 methods is its allowance for the i) fine-tuning of clusters of interest without considering the rest of 287 the network and ii) inspection of cluster interconnectivity, which is relevant for pathway networks 288 (Bader and Hogue, 2003) . It uses 4 different parameters to find clusters: cut off value, K-core value, 289
haircut and fluff parameters. The cut off value sets the intensity of the cluster to be estimated. The K-290 core parameter allows to assign weights to the nodes, which is later used by MCODE to reduce the 291 running time complexity. The haircut parameter, which is a binary parameter, allows the elimination 292 of nodes considered to be topologically irrelevant. The fluff parameter allows someone to set the size 293 of the cluster, which is estimated topologically in the default mode (Bader and Hogue, 2003) . In our 294 analyses, the default values of these parameters are used. In the last step, the identified T2D affected 295 pathway subnetworks and pathway clusters are evaluated. 296
Pathway Scoring Algorithm 297
Integration of SNPs across genes and pathways in GWASs has potential to make significant 298 advancement in statistical power and in enlightening relevant biological mechanisms. However, this 299 process is challenging because of the multi-functional roles of genes in several biological processes 300 and the inadequate information about all phenotypeprocess pairs. In this regard, Pascal ( the set of S different subnetworks identified using dataset y. The following contingency table (Table  316 1) illustrates the numbers of shared genes between pairs of subnetworks. In other words, nij indicates 317 the number of common genes between subnetworks Ui and Vj. The Results 327
Based on the idea that the genes and proteins perform cellular functions in a coordinated fashion, 328
understanding the co-operations of proteins in interaction networks may help to identify candidate 329 biomarkers. In this study, we proposed an integrative approach that concurrently analyzes multiple 330 association studies, the functional impacts of these variants, incorporates the interaction partners of 331 susceptibility genes, detects a pathway network of functionally enriched pathways and finally 332 determines the clusterings and subnetworks of affected pathways. The methodology proposed in 333 Figure 1 is applied on three meta-analyses of GWAS data, which are introduced in Section 2.1. As 334 summarized in respectively. Combined p-values of 10,298 common genes among three datasets are calculated using 346
Fisher's combined test (Fisher, 1934) , and called as T2D-combined (T2DC) in the rest of this paper. 347
For the detection of dysregulated modules, top-down and bottom-up approaches are followed, as 348 explained in Section 2.2.5. 349
Affected subnetworks that are identified using meta GWAS datasets 350
For all datasets, the genes and their significance levels are mapped to protein-protein interaction 351 network and 983, 903, 940 and 813 active protein subnetworks are identified for T2D1, T2D2, T2D3 352 and T2DC datasets, respectively. Numbers of the genes included in these subnetworks are depicted in 353 Figure 3A for 70KforT2Dmeta-analysis dataset (T2D1), in Figure 3B for the meta-analysis of 354 DIAGRAM, GERA, UKB GWAS datasets (T2D2), in Figure 3C for T2D3 dataset, in Figure 3D other. It enlightens the idea that the existence of disease specific modules is not by chance. 365
Connectivity significance values are calculated for all neighbors of 73 known T2D disease associated 366 seed genes. Afterwards, the node with the most significant interaction is added to the module and this 367 iteration is repeated until 200 and 500 genes are included in a module. Then, functional enrichment 368 procedure is performed on each of these two dysregulated modules (T2D_D200, T2D_D500). 369
Affected Pathways of T2D 370
Based on the observation that genes almost always act cooperatively rather than independently, to 371 facilitate the biological interpretation of high-throughput data, many different methods have been 372 postulated to identify the biological pathways associated with a particular clinical condition under 373 study. Here, to characterize this cooperative nature of genes and to elucidate the molecular 374 mechanisms of T2D, we investigate the affected pathways of T2D and search for the potential 375 failures in these wiring diagrams. 376
Overrepresented Pathways of T2D Dysregulated Modules 377
To detect possible pathogenic pathways related with T2D, the genes listed in each dysregulated 378 module are compared with the genes included in KEGG pathways and the proportion of the module 379 genes over all pathway-associated genes is calculated. Significantly affected KEGG pathways 380 (pathways with corrected p-values < 0.05) for our defined dysregulated modules are appended to 381 potentially significant pathway list of T2D disorder. Table 3 presents top 10 affected pathways that 382 are found to be overrepresented in the dysregulated modules of T2DC dataset. Five of these pathways 383
are also identified in all other T2D datasets. These shared pathways are Spliceosome, Focal adhesion, 384 soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE) interactions in 385 vesicular transport, transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) signaling, and ErbB signaling pathways. 386
Figures 4A and 4B depicts the commonalities among the top 50 and top 100 affected pathways 387 enriched for the dysregulated modules of T2D1, T2D2, T2D3, T2DC datasets, and among the gold 388 standard T2D pathways. As illustrated in Figure 4A, Valine, leucine and isoleucine degradation pathway was commonly identified (as shown in Figure  399 4A). The comparison of the top 100 affected pathways of these datasets with gold standard T2D 400 pathway set resulted in 8 common KEGG pathways, which are Valine, leucine and isoleucine 401 degradation, Jak-STAT signaling pathway, Cell cycle, Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis, Calcium 402 signaling pathway, Insulin signaling pathway, Fatty acid metabolism, Wnt signaling pathway (as 403 shown in Figure 4B ). 404
Enriched Pathways for the Expanded Modules of T2D Seed Genes 405
Overrepresented pathways for expanded modules of 73 T2D seed genes, including 200 and 500 406 genes are identified with functional enrichment analysis. As shown in Table 4 , the enrichment 407 operation on T2D_D200 and T2D_D500 dysregulated modules resulted in 41 and 84 significant 408 pathways, respectively. 409
The Pathways that are Identified Using Pathway Scoring Algorithm on T2D GWAS meta 410
data 411
The pathway scoring algorithm, as explained in Section 2.2.10 is used to find potentially affected 412 pathways for T2D1, T2D2 and T2D3 data sets. Firstly, gene and pathway scores from SNP-413 phenotype association summary statistics are computed. Secondly, the calculated scores of affected 414 pathways for each datasets are combined with Fisher's method, and consequently, 38 KEGG and 46 415
Reactome pathways are detected for this combined data (T2D_PC). 416
In pathways are found with our methodology. 424
Shared T2D Subnetworks and Pathways Among Different GWAS meta data 425

Comparative Evaluation of Identified T2D Subnetworks for Each Dataset 426
The identified T2D1, T2D2, T2D3 and T2DC subnetworks (as explained in Section 3.1, and 427 summarized in Figure 3 ) are compared in a pairwise manner to assess the shared information among 428 them. Firstly, for each x, y pairs of T2D1, T2D2, T2D3 and T2DC datasets, each identified 429 subnetwork of T2Dx dataset and T2Dy dataset are compared in gene level and a contingency presented heatmap in Figure 5 illustrate the similarities of datasets according to the strength of the 437 NMISUM score. As illustrated in Figure 5A terms of overrepresented pathways. In terms of the identified pathways, Figure 5B illustrates the 459 similarity levels of the T2D1, T2D2, T2D3, T2DC, T2D_D200 and T2D_D500, in the range of [0-460 0.1]. While a maximum NMISUM score of 0.0658 is achieved for T2D1-T2D3 pair, a minimum 461 NMISUM score of 0.016 is obtained for T2DC-T2D_D200 pair. 462
Affected Pathway Subnetworks and Pathway Clusters of T2D 463
We hypothesized that similar to the dysregulated modules of proteins, dysregulated modules of 464 pathways have a role in disease development mechanisms. In order to identify affected pathway 465 subnetworks of a disease; we proposed a methodology, as shown in Figure 2 . Instead of a PPI 466 network, this method requires a pathway network as the baseline. Here, we utilized the 288 human 467 KEGG pathways as a reference, for the generation of this biological network. To establish a pathway 468 network, firstly, we examined the relationships between the genes and the biological pathways, as 469 explained in Section 2.2.7. In this study, we stored these relationships in a gene-term matrix, which is 470 a binary matrix with dimensions 6881 * 288, representing the number of individual genes in all 471 pathways, and the number of pathways, respectively. Secondly, the relationships between the 472 pathways are analyzed, as explained in Section 2.2.7. For this purpose, kappa statistics was used to 473 determine the relationships between pathways, and a term-term matrix (of size 288 *288), was 474 formed by using the previously obtained gene-term matrix. Thirdly, to identify interrelated pathways, 475
we experimented with different cutoff values of kappa scores. The sizes of the networks that are 476 created with different threshold values are presented in Table 5 . Since the node to edge ratio in the 477 human PPI network is approximately 1 to 10, the kappa score threshold value is selected as 0.15 in 478 this study and finally, a human pathway network including 288 pathways (nodes) and 2976 479 interrelations (edges) is created. 480 Active subnetwork identification algorithms require a biological network and the significance values 481 of the nodes, e.g. the p-values of the genes obtained from microarray studies, indicating the 482 significance of a gene, in terms of the expression levels differing between two experimental 483 conditions. Here, while our biological network is selected as our generated pathway network, 484 significance values of the nodes are selected as the corrected hypergeometric test p-values, indicating 485 the importance of the pathway for T2D. Following the methodology proposed in Figure 2 , for all 486
T2D datasets, only one affected pathway subnetwork exceeded the predefined subnetwork score, as 487 summarized in Table 5 . As the node and edge numbers of these identified pathway subnetworks 488 could be inspected from Table 5 , it could be observed that the nodes are severely connected to each 489 other in the identified pathway subnetworks. Therefore, these four identified pathway subnetworks 490 (for four different datasets) were further grouped into subcategories as explained in Section 2.2.8, and 491 the affected pathway clusters of T2D are obtained for each dataset. As shown in Table 6, for T2D1,  492 T2D2, T2D3, T2DC datasets, 7, 9, 7, and 8 affected pathway clusters are identified respectively. 493
Numbers of nodes (pathways) included in each cluster and the scores of each pathway cluster can be 494 found in Table 6 . When the obtained results are analyzed, it is seen that the initial pathway 495 subnetwork, which is severely connected with each other and has more than 50 nodes is successfully 496 divided into smaller disease related subnetworks. This can be considered as a proof of the 497 effectiveness of the developed method. The highest scoring pathway cluster of T2D1, T2D2, T2D3, 498
T2DC datasets included 38, 34, 35 and 35 pathways, respectively. For each dataset, the representative 499 networks of the identified pathway clusters are shown in Figure 6 . When we analyze the 500 commonalities among these pathways, we observed in Figure 7 that 29 of these pathways were 501
commonly identified in T2D1, T2D2, T2D3, T2DC datasets. The details of these commonly 502
identified pathways are given in Table 7 . 2018), (Erdmann and Zeller, 2019) . In this respect, to enlighten the molecular mechanisms of Type 2 515
Diabetes development, here we proposed a method that perform protein subnetwork, pathway 516 subnetwork and pathway cluster level analyses of the SNPs that are found to be mildly associated 517 with T2D in multiple association studies. In other words, to achieve a coherent comprehension of 518 T2D molecular mechanisms, the proposed network and pathway-based solution conjointly analyzes 519 three meta-analyses of GWAS, which are conducted on T2D. 520
The baseline of our study is built on the interactions of T2D related proteins, since the proteins act as 521 the functional base units of the cells and construct the frameworks of cellular mechanisms. Protein 522 network structure helps us to gain a collective insight about the biological systems. At the 523 mesoscopic level of these protein networks, active modules are the potential intermediate building 524
blocks between individual proteins and the global interaction network. Dysregulation of these 525 modules are considered to have a role in disease development mechanisms. Hence, the identification 526 of dysregulated modules of T2D helps us to understand the fundamental molecular characteristics of 527 T2D and to discover new candidate disease genes having a role in the regulation of T2D related 528 pathways. In this context, for each analyzed T2D GWAS meta-analysis dataset, where the 529 characteristics of each dataset is summarized in Table 2, 800 to 1000 dysregulated modules,  530 including 150 to 250 genes are detected using a top-down approach, as explained in Section 2.2.5.1. 531
As outlined in Figure 1 , these modules are functionally enriched and the pathways that have a 532 potential effect on T2D development are identified. As presented in (Akhtar and Benter, 2013) . 554
While identifying active subnetworks of T2D, in addition to the top-down approach (as discussed 555 above), we also applied bottom-up approach as explained in Section 2.2.5.2. Overrated pathways of 556 i) top-down approach (T2DC), ii) bottom-up approach (T2D_D200, T2D_D500), and iii) pathway 557 scoring algorithm (T2D_P) are comparatively evaluated. Among these pathways, Type II diabetes 558 mellitus, Calcium, Insulin, Wnt, Adipocytokine, Jak-STAT signaling pathways (shown in bold in 559 Table 4 ) overlap with gold standard pathways of T2D (Yoon et al., 2018) . Additionally, the pathways 560 that are shown in italic in Table 4 , have support from the literature as following. The study conducted 561
by (Berntorp et al., 2013) in insulin secretion between pancreatic vascular system and beta cells, which is triggered by glucose. 565 (Ono et al., 2001 ) stated that phosphatidylinositol signaling system including PTEN (phosphatase and 566 tensin homologue deleted on chromosome 10) and PI3K (phosphoinositide3-kinase) proteins regulate 567 glucose homeostasis and insulin metabolism. In a study performed by (Dissanayake et al., 2018) , 568 cadherin mediated adherens junction proteins are shown to have a potential regulation role in insulin 569 secretion mechanism by controlling vesicle traffic in cell. junction, Calcium signaling pathway are replicated in our study, as shown in Table 4 . 582
Using the mutual information based on the shared genes, the identified protein subnetworks and the 583 affected pathways of each dataset were compared. While the NMISUM subnetwork scores range from 584 0 to 0.01, NMISUM pathway scores range from 0 to 0.1 (as shown in Figure 5 ). Hence, we show that 585 while the subnetwork level analyzes increase the degree of irregularity, pathway level evaluation of 586 different T2D GWAS meta-data and different methodologies (top-down vs. bottom-up approach) 587 resulted in higher levels of conservation and yielded in more interpretable outcome. 588
While the Type II diabetes mellitus pathway is identified in the later rankings for T2D1, T2D2, 589 T2D3, and T2DC GWAS datasets (as shown in Table 7 ), the incorporation of the generated pathway 590 network information helped us to prioritize this pathway. This pathway is found in the highest 591 scoring pathway cluster of each dataset. Since the pathways are strongly interrelated, our proposed 592 approach created a pathway network, and identified affected pathway subnetworks and pathway 593 clusters using multiple association studies, which are conducted on T2D. Our approach is based on 594 both significance level of an affected pathway and its topological relationship with its neighbor 595 pathways. 596
In conclusion, the availability of T2D GWAS meta-data and new analytical methods has provided 597 opportunities to bridge the knowledge gap from sequence to consequence. In this study, the collective 598 effects of T2D-associated variants are inspected using network and pathway-based approaches, and 599 the prominent genetic association signals related with T2D biological mechanisms are revealed. We 600
presented a comprehensive analysis of three different T2D GWAS meta-data at protein subnetwork, 601 pathway, and pathway subnetwork levels. To explore whether our results recapitulate the 602 pathophysiology of T2D, we performed functional enrichment analysis on the dysregulated modules 603 of T2D. In addition to our analysis of the shared information among different datasets in terms of 604 subnetworks, we also analyzed the shared information in terms of the identified T2D pathways. The 605 identified pathway subnetworks, pathway clusters and affected genes within these pathways helped 606
us to illuminate T2D development mechanisms. We hope the affected genes and variants within these 607 identified pathway clusters help geneticists to generate mechanistic hypotheses, which can be 608 targeted for large-scale empirical validation through massively parallel reporter assays at the variant 609 level; and through CRISPR screens in appropriate cellular models, and through manipulation in in-610 vivo models, at the gene level. 611
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